A LOSS PREVENTION ARTICLE

GUIDANCE ON PREPARING CARGO HOLDS AND LOADING OF SOLID BULK CARGOES
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INTRODUCTION

Preparation of cargo holds for the next intended carriage is a critical element of bulk carrier operations, requiring careful planning and competent execution. A lack of proper preparation not only leads to claims related to cargo quality, such as contamination, water ingress or shortage claims, but also contractual claims relating to failed or delayed surveys, off-hire claims and charter party disputes.

Preparation starts well before the cargo first lands on the tank-top and a number of factors must be considered to ensure that the preparation is targeted, effective and correct. Sweeping out the hold and washing it down may be acceptable for one type of cargo, but may not be effective for another. Understanding exactly what is required is essential. It is important everyone involved in the ‘cargo chain’ from the chartering and operations team ashore, to the Master, Chief Officer and crew on-board understand the processes involved.

FIXING THE CARGO VOYAGE

Key Point: Chartering teams and other shore members of the ‘cargo chain’ must understand the ships they manage and operate.

In order to ensure that the voyage proceeds smoothly, it is very important to pay careful attention to the cargo during the fixing period. Otherwise the hoped for profits can turn into serious losses. Chartering Teams need to have a clear understanding of the proposed cargo lift and vessel to put the business on to the right track from the outset, in particular they must be:

- able to accurately assign a specific cargo to a ship, which the ship can safely carry;
- aware of the type and size of the ship, the hold construction and the normal standard of hold conditions, for example, understanding how difficult high-up areas of holds are to be accessed and cleaned on even relatively small bulk carriers is critical;
- familiar with a ship’s cargo carrying capabilities and ensure that potential cargoes are properly understood prior to concluding any fixtures. This would include the properties, cleanliness and carriage requirements to safely and efficiently match a cargo to a ship;
- clear terms should be incorporated into the fixture to ensure there is certainty as to the cargo to be laden, cleanliness requirements, post carriage cleaning and compliance with regulations such as Marpol – risk and responsibility for these matters need to be clearly set out in the fixture.
- Should any uncertainty exist in fixing a potential cargo, chartering teams must communicate with operations and technical departments, to seek clarification and to make informed decisions.
Skuld Case Study:

Skuld Charterer Member took on a vessel without considering the differential in hold dimensions and hatch size, which meant that the discharge of the holds would need both grabs and bulldozers. A significantly longer discharge took place than planned, but Charterers failed to off hire the vessel as both hold dimensions and hatch size dimensions were clearly stated in the fixture correspondence.

Chartering teams and shore members of the ‘cargo chain’ must understand the ships they manage and the cleanliness requirements for potential new cargoes.

CARGO DECLARATION

Key Point: Cargo must be correctly nominated through the IMSBC Code (International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes Code 2012 edition) and comply with SOLAS

The issue of proper cargo declaration is very serious, as mis-declared cargoes can have catastrophic consequences. This has been brought in to sharp focus due to the many liquefaction related casualties in the last few years, but the issues go further and affect other cargoes, too. For instance it is important to know whether a cargo of coal is prone to self heating and/or gives off lots of gasses.

All persons involved in the voyage, be it Chartering Teams, Operations Teams, and Ship’s Crew need to be fully aware of what each cargo involves in terms of regulatory compliance and actual safety. This is to ensure that the right advance information can be demanded from Shippers, and the cargo can be properly assessed when tendered for loading. Important to know is that the IMSBC, IMDG and SOLAS are:

- international legal standards, that must be adhered to;
- that it is important to ensure that the provisions of sections 1.3 and 4.2 of the IMSBC are legally met; these relate to the shippers obligations of identifying and issuing relevant information on the cargo to the Master and/or his representative. This is important whether it is a nominated and listed cargo in appendix 1 or not;
- obtaining accurate information about the cargo is crucial. It is important to ensure all possible guides to best practices are consulted and in case of doubt loading should not take place or be halted.

Skuld Case Study:

Skuld Owner Members were presented with a cargo of mineral ore in bulk that had been declared by the Shippers to be a Category “C” cargo under the IMSBC, i.e.: a cargo that was neither prone to liquefaction (Category “A”) nor presented a hazard (Category “B”). The Master spotted that the cargo was very wet prior to loading and called a halt to operations. Testing revealed that the cargo was in the nature of Category “A” and had been mis-declared. The Master’s keen awareness of the issue helped to keep his crew and vessel safe.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE VESSEL

Key Point: Voyage instructions must be communicated to Masters in a clear, concise and unambiguous manner.

The "operating" Charterer may not be a direct contractual relation to the Owner, but clear voyage instructions need to be supplied to the vessel: and called for if not provided in due time. Once available, the Operations Team should review these with the Chartering Team to confirm that the instructions are in conformity with the Charterparty and contain enough practical information to allow the vessel to be prepared in advance of cargo operations. In particular it is necessary to:

➔ ensure carriage, cleaning and preparation instructions are issued in a timely manner to assist the Master and his crew in their on-board preparations;

➔ verify that they include cargo fixture details, timings, type, cleanliness requirements and carriage instructions. It is always prudent to request for a confirmation of receipt and understanding of all provided instructions;

➔ have Masters and C/O’s discuss the voyage instructions, they must seek immediate clarification if any parts of the instructions are unclear;

➔ monitor that cleanliness and preparation requirements are planned properly and that a formalised plan is created. This should detail the method of preparation, the cleanliness standard and the equipment, resources and time required to complete preparations safely and effectively. Once finalised, it should be communicated back to the charterers.

STANDARDS FOR HOLD CLEANLINESS

Key Point: pre and post voyage cleanliness standards and any other preparations required for a potential cargo must be fully understood.

The standards can vary greatly between cargoes, and in particular if there is a switch between one cargo type and another, great care must be taken to account for cargo residues and chemical reactions between different types of cargoes. Furthermore new MARPOL regulations have to be closely observed with respect to the disposal for cargo residues from previous voyages.

Ensuring that Crew and Operations Teams are fully aware of the facts, the cargo requirements and the regulatory environment, will assist greatly in planning and executing effective preparations and consequently in reducing potential claims. In particular the following should be attended to:

➔ in preparation for the next intended cargo, full use of the discharge facilities of the current port/ terminal should be made. Removal of as much cargo remnants out of the holds reduces disposal and clean-up costs and saves time before the next load port;

➔ the vessel should have on board the necessary cleaning materials, especially if these can not be sourced locally: advance planning is required including advance discussions with local Agents;

➔ instructions for washing-down procedures usually follow an approved industry standard and must be strictly adhered to;

➔ should time constraints potentially limit the completion of the full washing-down procedure, charterers should be advised accordingly;

➔ Marpol regulations and local Port regulations must be complied with strictly.
**Skuld Case Study:**
A vessel arrived at loadport to take on the next cargo, but had not been able to carry out the planned cleaning during the sea voyage due to encountering heavy weather on route. Furthermore, on inspection it was revealed that more cleaning had to be done than was planned, but the ship did not have sufficient stores on board plus the required materials were not immediately available locally. A Defence dispute ensued between the Owners and Charterers as to who would be responsible for the delay and the cost of supplying further materials to the vessel. This dispute could have been avoided had more advance planning been carried out.

Remove as much cargo residue as possible at the discharge port, in accordance with MARPOL and local regulations.

**SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS**

**Key Points:** it is important to always be fully aware of the requirements of each cargo and where it is to be laden. Ignorance or assumptions can lead to delays, losses and disputes.

Should specific cleaning instructions be given, they will usually fall under one of these five usual standards for the bulk cargo trade:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stringent clean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Sometimes referred to as ‘hospital clean’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- It is the highest and most stringent of standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- It requires the holds to have 100% intact paint coatings on all surfaces, including the tank top, all ladder rungs and undersides of hatches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- These standards are normally required for very specific cargoes and such high standards of cleanliness will only be met by vessels trading exclusively in such cargoes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grain clean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- This is the most common requirement: a ship will often be required to be grain clean for the majority of bulk and break bulk cargoes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- It is normally defined as: <em>Holds must be clean, swept and washed down with fresh water. They should be free from insects, odour, residue of previous cargo, lashing material, loose rust scale and paint flakes etc. They must be dried, well ventilated and ready to receive the intended cargo subject to shippers and relevant surveyor’s inspection.</em>”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- It is important to differentiate loose rust scale from oxidation rust (light atmospheric rusting). Generally, “loose rust scale will break away when struck with a fist or when light pressure is applied with a knife blade or scraper under the edge of the scale. Oxidation rust will typically form on bare metal surfaces but will not flake off when struck or when light pressure from a knife is applied”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The presence of hard-adhering scale within a hold is normally acceptable; however, the scale should not fall during the voyage or during normal cargo operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Remember that different countries apply different standards to what constitutes an acceptable amount of loose scale or loose paint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Special notice for Canada, U.S.A. and Australia, where particularly strict inspections and standards may be applied.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Normal clean
- This is the standard where holds are swept clean and all residues of the previous cargo are removed.
- The hold is then washed down and dried ready for taking cargoes similar to or compatible with the last shipment.

## Shovel clean
- This requires no washing down and the hold must be presented having been shovel cleared (hand shovel or dozer bucket) and very roughly swept by the stevedores or crew.

## Load on top
- This is when new cargo is loaded on top of existing cargo residues.
- This is most appropriate in certain long term contracts where a particular vessel is transporting the same commodity to and from the same ports.
- Guidance may be necessary for the Master on specific cleaning instructions, as load on top could still require a certain standard of cleanliness as per the provisions under a charterparty.

### Skuld Case Study
The Vessel was fixed to carry grain from Australia, and she had undertaken what was described as “normal” grain standard cleaning prior to arrival at the loadport. On arrival small rust patches were noted, the vessel failed her inspection and a very expensive re-cleaning had to be undertaken. A Defence dispute between Owners and Charterers followed, but could have been prevented if the responsible party had been more aware of the very stringent requirements imposed by the Inspectors in Australia.

Even ‘load on top’ cargoes require basic shovel cleaning to carry out proper maintenance inspections

Holds should be free of loose paint flakes and rust scale
Key Point: even if no specific cleaning instructions are received, it is good practice to always ensure holds are cleaned to a minimum standard.

Prudent loss prevention goes hand in hand with good vessel operations. If the vessel is run to a high standard as a matter of normal operations then this will reduce the risk of delays, losses, claims and disputes. That yields a significant dividend to the Ship-Owner in the long run, voyages are more profitable and the ships will attract a better rate due to their high standards. Furthermore, focusing on hold standards:

- allows for effective inspections and maintenance to be undertaken;
- even when loading the same type of cargo, where no clean up requirements are stated, inspections cannot be carried out unless a basic clean-up is carried-out;
- but a Failure to carry out a sweep-up of cargo debris and loose rust scale could hide fresh damage that may ultimately lead to a claim. Cleaning holds to a minimum standard involves a sweep up and thorough saltwater wash, followed by a freshwater wash and then a dry out;
- which mean cleaning should always be finished with a fresh water wash-down. No traces of chemicals or chlorides should be detectable and with certain cargoes, their presence will be tested;
- and after washing-down, holds must be dried properly and ventilated. Additional preparations should be applied as required, for example lime washing.

Key Point: precautions must be taken when dealing with chemicals during the cleaning process.

When conducting hold cleaning it is important to remember that the primary focus of ship operations must be safety. The safety of the crew is paramount. Following on from that, the safety of the vessel, cargo and environment need to be considered. Attention needs to be paid to:

- if chemicals are to be used as part of the washing-down procedure, agreement on compatibility with the next intended cargo must be sought from the shippers/ charterers;
- the proposed chemicals must be understood and accurate data must be obtained on their use and safe handling;
- when a chemical product and/or other specialist equipment is used, proper risk assessments, permits to work and standard operating procedures must be followed. Tool-box talks should be carried out with all crew members involved and full/correct PPE must be issued and worn at all times throughout the task;
- Cargo residues, wash water and wash water containing chemicals which are Harmful to the Marine Environment (HME) must be identified as such and disposed of in the correct manner. From 1st January 2013, new requirements under MARPOL annex V have come into force, which specifically apply to the disposal of cargo residues and wash water in to the marine environment. All persons involved in the cargo chain must familiarise themselves with these requirements. They basically state that:
No discharge of cargo residues should occur less than 12 nautical miles from the nearest land, or the nearest ice shelf.

No discharge of cargo residues should occur within the six MARPOL defined 'Special Areas'.

No discharge of any cargo residues specified as HME.

Hold wash water should be discharged to a suitable reception facility (RF).

Note: due to a reported lack of adequate reception facilities at present, MEPC Circular 8104 allows the discharge of HME cargo residues contained in hold wash water until 31 December 2015 outside Special Areas providing that;
- Based on the information from the relevant port authorities, the master determines that there are no adequate RFs at the receiving terminal or at the next port of call.
- The ship is en-route and as far as practicable (but at least 12 nautical miles) from the nearest land.
- Before washing solid bulk cargoes are removed (and bagged for discharge ashore) as far as practicable (and the holds swept).
- Filters are used in the bilge wells to collect any remaining solid particles.
- The discharge is recorded in the garbage record book with the flag state notified utilising the revised consolidated format for reporting alleged inadequacies of port reception facilities stated in MEPC.1/Circ.469/Rev.2.
- It is still a requirement for receiving terminals to provide adequate port reception facilities for this waste stream, the circular only provides flexibility for ship owners and operators in the case when receiving terminals have failed to meet their obligations under the Annex.

Skuld Case Study: 
In a string of Charterers, Skuld Charterer Member had the contractual responsibility to prepare the vessel for the last cargo (Sulphur). The Owners alleged that multi-million dollar damage was caused to the holds of the vessel due to alleged insufficient lime washing. Skuld was able to negotiate a drop out for Skuld’s Member and the case continued directly between Owners and sub-Charterers. This was due to Skuld being able to obtain full security against sub-Charterers early on. The case highlights the need to ensure that (a) when chemically reactive cargoes are laden that holds are fully prepared for the job and that (b) contractual counterparties are able to meet significant liabilities when they arise.

All traces of cleaning chemicals must be thoroughly removed
Key Point: it is essential to maintain the cargo carrying areas and equipment to a high standard.

In order to ensure that vessel operations are smooth, problem free and ultimately rewarding, it is essential to maintain the necessary standards of maintenance. This includes paying attention to:

- cargo holds, hatch covers, bilge systems, hydraulic & electrical systems, fixed firefighting systems and any other associated equipment are all elements that must be inspected and maintained appropriately;
- planned maintenance systems (PMS) should exist for all relevant structures/ equipment which should also include inspection and test regimes;
- combining this with appropriate systems for reporting and correcting defects must form an overall effective maintenance strategy through the ship’s ISM system;
- regular inspections should be carried out after the completion of every discharge and cleaning cycle and should include:

  ✓ All structural elements of the hold framing, brackets and the hopper side structures. Also pipes, vents and other associated equipment including covers and guarding.
  ✓ All structural access methods, including ladders, handrails, platforms and stairways in ‘Australian rules’ ladders.
  ✓ General tank top areas, including manhole lids and bilge covers.
  ✓ General paint coating condition throughout, including new scrapes/ scratches and areas of coating failure.
  ✓ Hatch covers, including general structural integrity and condition, gaskets, compression bars, coamings, qc cleats, wedges and drains, including non-return (NR) valves. Consideration must be given to regular watertightness tests, such as hose-tests or more stringent ultra-sonic tests.
  ✓ Other hatches, vent covers, inspection hatches etc
  ✓ Hydraulic systems for hatch covers, cranes and other associated equipment that could cause delays or even contamination through breakdown or pipe/hose failure.
  ✓ Electrical systems, including sensors, probes, lights, lighting circuits and water ingress sensors.
  ✓ Bilge wells, including relevant ‘hat boxes’ and strums, valves, pipework, NR valves and high level alarms. Including regular checks on suction efficiency and watertight integrity of NR valves, by back-pressurising each system. Also positive checks on high level alarms or sounding pipes where no alarms are fitted.
  ✓ Fixed firefighting systems and other associated equipment, ensuring all pipework is free of cargo debris and ‘wet’ systems such as manually operated hydrant type drenching systems in hatch covers are kept dry, with hoses left disconnected at all times.

- robust maintenance regimes are vital in reducing cargo damage claims, third part discharge equipment claims as well as personal injury claims. Maintaining a safe and damage free environment for the cargo, the stevedores, the stevedores cargo handling equipment and the ship’s personnel requires effective maintenance;
- photographs and documentation should be used to keep accurate logs of the maintenance done and the general condition of the cargo holds.
COMMON CAUSE OF CARGO DAMAGE

Key Point: water ingress claims are still a major source of cargo related claims on bulk carriers.

The Association sees this cause as one of the most common and recurring features of cargo claims, especially for the carriage of sensitive cargoes like grains, soyabeans and rice. Often it turns out that better maintenance and standards could have prevented very expensive claims. It is important to watch out for:

- water ingress usually results from 3 sources:
  - Leaking hatch covers
  - Back-flow through bilge systems
  - Ballast tanks, including impact damage on structures, leaking manhole lids and in-adequate monitoring.

- effective measures should be taken to monitor and test these particular areas of concern and defects must be identified and rectified as soon as possible.

- additional water sources:
  - moisture from loading cargo that is wet or comes with a high moisture content
  - condensation or “sweating” that can come from a lack of ventilation or incorrect ventilation

Skuld Case Study:
A vessel carried a cargo of grain from North America to the Mediterranean, and on discharge very extensive water damage was found to have occurred in the top layers spread over a number of cargo holds. While the vessel did meet some poor weather on route, it was not exceptional. Instead testing revealed that the hatches were not water tight, and this meant it was not possible to effectively limit liability on the claim which exceeded a million dollars. The claim was entirely preventable.

PRACTICAL ADVICE: DOING THE HOMEWORK

Key Point: a thorough inspection must be carried out on completion of the preparation and before tendering a notice of readiness to load.

It is much better to prevent a hold inspection failure than to have to deal with the cost and consequence of the vessel being rejected for loading. Some advance preparation can make all the difference:

- the C/O should carry out an inspection of the cargo carrying spaces and equipment. He must view the inspection through the eyes of any potential pre-shipment surveyor/inspector and apply rigorous checks accordingly;

- during any pre-shipment survey, the Master or C/O must accompany the surveyor/inspector at all times and crew members should be standing-by ready to rectify any deficiencies noted;

- regular checks should be made for the unwanted presence of insect infestation, larvae and eggs, animals and animal droppings, sewage or odours. It is important to check all areas of the holds;
accurate drawings, plans and descriptions of the cargo holds detailing basic construction information and clearly indicating the location of any obstructions/ protrusions should be kept. These can be given to stevedores when cargo operations are taking place as this will serve as a useful tool in reducing mechanical damage and other possible claims.

effective cargo watches should be conducted at all times during loading and discharging. Damage, contamination and other serious deficiencies should be formally reported and documented through relevant reporting mechanisms in the ISM system. Photographs are always invaluable additions to written statements.

---

Skuld Case Study

A Chief Officer went in to the cargo holds to check on the state of cleaning following discharge of a bulk cargo. A significant part of the cargo was caked and the Chief Officer did not take proper care, instead seeking to loosen the caking manually with an iron bar. Suddenly the entire cargo mound collapsed on to him resulting in very significant injuries which ended his sea going career. An investigation revealed a poor standard of risk perception on the vessel and insufficient discipline leading to company mandated safety procedures being ignored.

Inspect holds thoroughly and repair damages immediately

---

THE LAW

Key Point: Owners and Charterers must know their respective hold cleanliness obligations under the charterparty

_The Bunga saga Lima [2005] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 1_

Facts:

- The Bunga Saga Lima was time chartered pursuant to a NYPE charterparty
- According to NYPE ‘93 form, “The vessel on her delivery shall be ready to receive cargo with clean-swept holds and tight, staunch, strong and in every way fitted for ordinary cargo service, having water ballast and with sufficient power to operate all cargo-handling gear simultaneously.”
- The holds were found to be dirty with coal residues on delivery
- The time charterers’ first cargo to be loaded was iron ore, and the second cargo was rapeseed in bulk
- The vessel needed to be cleaned only for the second loading of rapeseed
Held:

- Although the vessel did not need to be cleaned to load iron ore, by not insisting on clean holds on delivery, the charterers had lost their rights to claim for the loss of time and expense incurred to clean the holds at the second load port.

- Under the NYPE and Fixture Note, the only entitlement to place the vessel off-hire in the event of unclean holds was upon delivery or arrival at the first load port, and not thereafter.

Lessons Learnt

- It is recommended that when a vessel is time chartered pursuant to terms similar to the Fixture Note, clause 13 in the BANGA SAGA LIMA, the time charterers should always require the vessel to be “grain clean” upon delivery/arrival at the first load port, even if the actual cargo to be loaded at the first load port does not require such cleaning.

- Alternatively the time charterers should expressly reserve their rights to the owners and most importantly obtain the owners’ agreement hereto.

For more information on this case, please visit our website http://www.skuld.com/topics/legal/legal-news/the-bunga-saga-lima-case--grain-clean-on-arrival/

The BELA KRAJINA [1975] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 139

Facts:

- The Bela Krajina first carried a cargo of phosphate and then manganese.

- On each occasion, the crew had noticed loose rust and cleaned it off, but when the vessel arrived at the next port to load grain, it was rejected.

- The crew spent a week cleaning the holds.

- The charterers placed the vessel off-hire during this cleaning period.

Held:

- It was held that ‘customary assistance’ under the charterparty did not include cleaning operations requiring the use of sophisticated tools like chipping hammers, high pressure water jets and sandblasting equipment.

Lessons Learnt

- It is important to know what cleanliness standards are required for a potential cargo and preparations for this must be made well in advance.
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